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Laser spectroscopy of LaS: Hyperfine structure
in the B 2S¿–X 2S¿

„0,0… band
S. G. He, W. S. Tam, J. W-H. Leung, and A. S-C. Cheunga)

Department of Chemistry, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong

~Received 26 April 2002; accepted 31 May 2002!

The ~0,0! band of theB 2S1 –X 2S1 transition of LaS near 726 nm has been studied at high
resolution using laser vaporization/reaction supersonic free jet expansion and laser induced
fluorescence spectroscopy. Spectra taken at a resolution of about 50 MHz show resolved hyperfine
structure which is caused principally by the unpaired 6ss electron in the ground state interacting
with large magnetic moment of the57

139La nucleus with nuclear spinI57/2. TheX 2S1 state of LaS
is in good Hund’s case~bbs! coupling, however, the upper state,B 2S1, is close to case~bbJ!
coupling. A total of 1850 rotational-hyperfine transition lines have been assigned and measured.
Accurate rotational, spin and hyperfine parameters for theB 2S1 and X 2S1 states have been
obtained, which give information about the electron distribution in the molecule. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1495405#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diatomic transition metal sulfides are molecules of
trophysical interest. Amongst these sulfides, TiS~Refs. 1, 2!
and ZrS ~Refs. 3, 4! have been identified in S-type Mir
variable stars. Despite this importance, a recent review
ticle by Harrison5 shows that the diatomic transition met
sulfides could still be ranked among the least studied
atomic transition metal systems. Our laboratory has b
performing high resolution laser spectroscopic studies
these sulfides which include TiS,6,7 VS,8,9 and CrS.10,11 It is
hoped that the data we offer could encourage astronome
search for the presence of more transition metal sulfide
the atmosphere of cool stars. Lanthanum sulfide~LaS! is
obviously one of the molecules that falls into this category12

The spectrum of LaS was first studied by Marcano a
Barrow,13 the B 2S1 –X 2S1 transition was photographe
and partial rotational analysis was performed. Winkelet al.14

recorded the Fourier transform~FT! spectrum of LaS in the
region 1800–16000 cm21, and reported the vibrationa
analysis of both theA 2P –X 2S1 and theB 2S1 –X 2S1

systems. Recently, Anderssonet al.15 obtained higher resolu
tion FT spectrum and performed rotational analysis of b
the A 2P –X 2S1, B 2S1 –X 2S1 and a newA 2P –A82D
transition, and reported vibrational and rotational consta
for X 2S1, B 2S1, A 2P, and A8 2D states. However, de
tailed analysis of the hyperfine structure of theB 2S1 –
X 2S1 transition has never been performed.

The large magnetic hyperfine structure in the LaS m
ecule is caused by the interaction of the unpaired 6ss elec-
tron with the magnetic moment of the57

139La. This magnetic
hyperfine structure gives useful information about the bo
ing in the molecule because hyperfine parameters are re
to expectation values of the coordinates of the electron n
the spinning nuclei.16–18The Frosch and Foley parameters16

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
hrsccsc@hku.hk; Fax:~852! 2857 1586; Tel.:~852! 2859 2155.
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determined experimentally for a2S1 provide information on
the probability density of finding the electron at the nucle
^c2~0!&, and the angular dependence of atomic wave fu
tion averaged over the electronic space coordina
^(3 cos2 ui21)/r3&av.

In this paper, we report the study of theB 2S1 –X 2S1

~0,0! band of LaS using the technique of laser vaporizati
reaction supersonic free jet expansion and laser induced
rescence spectroscopy. The magnetic hyperfine struc
caused by the57

139La nucleus~I57/2 ! is well resolved. Least-
squares fit of the hyperfine transition line positions yielde
comprehensive set of rotational, spin, and hyperfine par
eters for both theB 2S1 and X 2S1 states. The magnetic
hyperfine parameters obtained are interpreted, which yiel
information about the occupation of molecular orbitals g
ing rise to the states studied in this molecule.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL

A laser vaporization/reaction supersonic free jet-laser
duced fluorescence~LIF! experimental apparatus similar t
the one used in this experiment has been discussed in
earlier publications.6,19The only different between the earlie
version and this one is the use of a vacuum system
consists of a source chamber and a detection chamber s
rated by a 3 mmdiam skimmer. Each chamber was pump
by a 600 l/s turbo molecular pump. A laser pulse of 532 n
and 10 mJ from a Nd:YAG laser was synchronized and
propriately delayed, and focused onto a lanthanum metal
to produce metal vapor. LaS was produced, in the sou
chamber, by reacting laser ablated La atoms from the lan
num rod with a mixture of 4% CS2 in argon released by a
pulsed valve. A molecular beam of LaS was obtained in
detection chamber by skimming the output from the sup
sonic laser ablation/reaction source. The pulsed valv
Nd:YAG system was operated at a repetition rate of 10
and the backing pressure of the pulsed valve was 5.5 a
The background pressures measured in the source and d
il:
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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tion chambers were about 431025 and 231026 Torr, re-
spectively, when the system was in operation.

LaS molecules were excited by laser radiation, at ri
angles to the expansion axis about 5 cm downstream f
the skimmer, from a tunable Ti:sapphire ring laser pump
by an argon ion laser. Laser induced fluorescence sig
were collected at right angles to the plane made by the
pansion and excitation axes by means of a lens system
detected by a Hamamatsu R636-10 super red photomulti
tube. The signals were pre-amplified before feeding int
fast digital oscilloscope for averaging. Since these sign
were recorded using a signal-averaging technique, we
examined the effect of various scanning speeds and eve
ally settled at a rate of 0.2 cm21/8 min scan. The width of
the molecular transition lines of LaS was measured to
about 45–50 MHz, depending on the backing pressure a
pulsed valve and the background pressure in the detec
chamber. The wavelength of the Ti:sapphire laser output
measured by a wave meter at a rate of 1 Hz and an accu
of 1 part in 107. The absolute accuracy of the wave meter
about 60.001 cm21, which was calibrated using iodin
lines.20 Hundreds of scans were made and connected
gether by a computer program using the wavemeter readi

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hyperfine structure in the B 2S¿ and X 2S¿ states

The ~0,0! band of theB 2S1 –X 2S1 transition of LaS
has been recorded with a resolution of about 50 M
~0.0017 cm21!. The main features of the LIF spectrum a
the four heads at 13 770.3, 13 769.8, 13 768.4, and 13 7
cm21 corresponding to the heads of the fourR23, R24, R13,
and R14 branches, respectively. Due to hyperfine and s
splitting in theX 2S1 and theB 2S1 states, this band con

FIG. 1. Labeling of the branches in theB 2S1 –X2S1 transition of LaS.
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sists of 8 branches, which are labeled according to the st
ture displayed in Fig. 1. A separation of 0.47 cm21 between
the heads ofR23 and R24, and alsoR13 and R14 is easily
noticed in the recorded spectrum, which arises from the
perfine splitting in theX 2S1 state that conforms to the cas
~bbs! coupling17 with large Fermi contact interaction.

In a pure Hund’s case~b! coupling scheme of a2S1

state, the electron spinS is not coupled to any vector an
precess freely; practically there will always be a small sp
rotation interaction, described by the operatorg N"S. When a
nucleus with nonzeroI is present, there will be magneti
hyperfine interaction between the nuclear and electron sp
The resulting energy level pattern depends on which of th
two interactions is the larger. When the unpaired electron
in a molecular orbital which is essentially formed from an
atomic orbital, the Fermi contact interaction,bF I "S, couples
the S to I more strongly than the spin-rotation interactio
couplesS to N, the coupling scheme is case~bbs! with

S1I5G; N1G5F. ~1!

The intermediate quantum numberG is that for the total spin,
which is electron spin plus nuclear spin.17 TheX 2S1 state of
LaS is in case~bbs! coupling.57

139La has a spinI57/2, which
means that the rotational levels of theX 2S1 are split into
G53 andG54 groups. Each group consists of, at the mo
2G11 hyperfine components. The observed splitting b
tween theG53 andG54 groups is about 0.47 cm21, which
implies the Fermi contact parameter inX2S1 state of LaS is
quite large. TheX 2S1 state of LuO~Refs. 21, 22! and CoC
~Refs. 23, 24! is also in case~bbs! coupling with a largeG
group splitting. The fully developed hyperfine manifold
case~bbs! with G53 andG54 components are, respectivel
with 7 and 9 hyperfine components.

In the case of the hyperfine interaction is small wh
compare to the spin-rotation coupling, a reasonable choic
basis set is given by the case~bbJ! coupling scheme,

N1S5J; J1I5F. ~2!

FIG. 2. High resolution spectrum of theR14~0! and P13~1! lines of the
B 2S1 –X2S1 band of LaS at 13 766 cm21 showing the resolved hyperfine
components.
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5766 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 He et al.
The excitedB 2S1 state conforms to this coupling schem
because theB 2S1 has large spin-rotation interaction b
very small magnetic hyperfine interaction. The spin rotat
interaction gives rise to spin splitting ofF1andF2 groups for
the 2S1 state. However, in case~bbJ! coupling, both of the
F1 andF2 groups gives at the most 2I 11 hyperfine compo-
nents. In LaS, sinceI57/2 the hyperfine components fo
eachF group are 8.

Figures 2 and 3 show the first lines of theR and P
branches. TheDF521, 0, and11 transitions are respec

FIG. 3. High resolution spectrum of theR13~0! and P24~1! lines of the
B 2S1 –X 2S1 band of LaS at 13 767 cm21 showing the resolved hyperfine
components.

FIG. 4. Hyperfine energy levels of theX 2S1 state,v50 level of LaS
plotted against the rotational quantum numberN showing the uncoupling
from case~bbs! toward case~bbJ!. Levels are calculated from the molecula
constants given in Table II.
,

n

tively labeled withp~F!, q~F!, and r~F!. Using these labels
the R14~0! transition has thep~4!, q~4!, and r~4! hyperfine
lines. Similarly for P13~1! and R14~1! lines, the hyperfine
lines are clearly resolved and assigned. The hyperfine en
levels for the ground state are given in Fig. 4. Even thou
the spin splitting is large~0.47 cm21!, the ground state spin
rotation constant,g, is quite small~20.000 775 3 cm21!. The
hyperfine level pattern of theG53 and 4 groups basically
depends on the size of theg parameter. The folding back o
the smallestF component of theG53 and 4 groups at lowe
rotational quantum numberN is due primarily to the fact tha
g is small and negative. Since the spin-rotation interaction
N dependent, the spin angular momentum of theX 2S1 state
is progressively uncoupled from the nuclear spin under h
rotation to become case~bbJ! coupling. For LaS, we notice
that the spin uncoupling processes proceed very slowly,
far from being completed even at the highestN values ob-
served. Figure 5 shows the energy level pattern for the
citedB 2S1 state. Because of no sizable Fermi contact int
action, theB 2S1 rotational levels are essentially split int
the F1 andF2 spin components. The separation betweenF1

andF2 components isN dependent. The hyperfine level pa
tern ofF1 andF2 group of levels depends on mainly the si
of the upper stateb andc parameter. The spin-rotation con
stant of the upper state is 0.096 479 8 cm21, which is about
124 times larger than the ground state. It is important to n
the spread of the hyperfine energy levels and the orderin
the hyperfine components in theG groups in case~bbs! and
the F groups in case~bbJ!. At relatively largeN values, the
G53 and 4 groups have a spread of energy about 0.2 cm21;
theG53 group has the highestF component with the highes

FIG. 5. Hyperfine energy levels of theB 2S1 state,v50 level of LaS
plotted against the rotational quantum numberN in case~bbJ! coupling.
Levels are calculated from the molecular constants given in Table II.
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5767J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Spectroscopy of LaS
energy, but theG54 group is reversed the highestF compo-
nent with the lowest energy. Such pattern can be found in
upper state even at lowN values, whereF1 is similar toG53
andF2 is similar toG54. This situation gives rise to wide
hyperfine width in the transition lines of theP14, R14, P23,
andR23 branches and narrower hyperfine width of theP13,
R13, P24, and R24 branches. Figure 6 displays the fourP
branches of LaS showing that the wider lines belong to
P14 and P23 and the narrower lines are for theP13 and P24

branches. Even though theB 2S1 –X 2S1 ~0,0! band was
rotationally analyzed by Anderssonet al.,15 the FT spectrum
was recorded at 2500 K and essentially only higherN lines
were identified. Under our experimental conditions, L
molecules produced were cold and only relatively lowN
lines were recorded in our spectrum.

B. Determination of spectroscopic parameters

The effective molecular Hamiltonian for a2S1 state
with hyperfine interaction is given by

H5BN22DN41gN•S 1 bI•S1cIzSz

1eT2~Q!•T2~¹E!, ~3!

whereB andD are the rotational constant and its centrifug
distortion,g is the spin-rotation constant,b is the Fermi con-
tact parameter, andc is the dipolar interaction, and the la
term is the nuclear electric quadrupole coupling. The m

FIG. 6. High resolution spectrum of theP13 , P14 , P23 , andP24 branches of
the B 2S1 –X 2S1 band of LaS showing resolved hyperfine component
e
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netic hyperfine terms have been taken according to Fro
and Foley’s definition,16 where the true Fermi contact param
eter, bF , is given bybF5b1c/3. The Hamiltonian matrix
elements in the case~bbs! coupling scheme expressed in te
sor and algebraic forms are given in Barneset al.,23 which
include diagonal and off-diagonal elements in quantum nu
ber N and G. A computer program was written using th
Fortran language to construct the Hamiltonian matrix fro
these matrix elements to calculate hyperfine energy levels
both theX 2S1 and B 2S1 states. An additional subroutin
was written and used to identify theF1 and F2 labeling of
the B 2S1 state in the case~bbJ! coupling.

A total of 1850 transition lines was identified and me
sured, a list of the wave numbers of theB 2S1 –X 2S1 ~0,0!
band of LaS measured in this work is available fro
EPAPS.25 Table I summarizes hyperfine transition lines of
the eight branches that were used in the least squares fit.
to heavy overlap and the nature of the hyperfine transiti
described earlier, only a few lines of theR13 branch were
resolved even at our resolution. A data set consisting of 1
resolved hyperfine lines were fitted simultaneously. In
initial stage only the higherN lines were included, but in the
end the whole data set withN up to 39 were used. Rotationa
constants reported by Anderssonet al.15 were found to be
useful as initial constants to assist our least squares fit.
final molecular constants and those from earlier work15 are
both listed in Table II. The rotational and hyperfine consta
for both theB 2S1 and theX 2S1 states are well determined
The weighted root-mean-squares error~RMS! of our final fit
was 0.000 79 cm21. For the rotational centrifugal distortion
constantsD, our fitted values are larger than those of And
ssonet al.15 With the same data set, we have tried to restr
the D constant to the value of Anderssonet al.15 for the
X 2S1 state but the RMS error jumped up to over 0.00
cm21 and thee2Qqo parameter was found to be undete
mined. We also noticed that theB values of both the ground
and excited states are slightly higher than those of Anders
et al.15 Our data set consists of mainly lowN lines, which is
definitely more comfortable with the slightly larger values
D constants in both states.

C. Interpretation of hyperfine parameters

The large size of the Fermi contact parameters for
ground state reflects the occupation of thess molecular or-
bital, which is appropriate and consistent that theX 2S1 state
TABLE I. Summary of hyperfine transition lines used in the least squares fit.

No. of lines
with DF5DN

No. of lines
with DFÞDN

Ground state
lowestN

Ground state
highestN

Unweighted-RMS
~cm21!

Weighted-RMS
~cm21!

R24 103 4 0 18 0.000 69 0.000 62
R23 127 15 4 30 0.000 56 0.000 51
R14 174 10 0 39 0.000 80 0.000 79
R13 53 1 0 22 0.000 81 0.000 72
P24 127 0 2 21 0.000 82 0.000 81
P23 201 8 2 37 0.000 88 0.000 88
P14 173 35 1 31 0.000 92 0.000 90
P13 83 26 1 23 0.000 82 0.000 80
Total 1140 0.000 81 0.000 79
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TABLE II. Rotational and hyperfine constants for thev50 level of theB 2S1 and X 2S1 states of LaS~in
cm21!.a

X 2S1 B 2S1

This work Ref. 15 This work Ref. 15

T0 0 0 13 766.789 34~42! 13 766.786 51
B 0.117 015 5~14! 0.116 976 0.111 073 5~14! 0.111 032
107 D 0.511~11! 0.307 7 0.543~10! 0.326 3
g 20.000 775 3~60! 20.096 479 8~38! 20.096 455
b 0.117 026~37! 0.117 97 0.006 816~30!
c 0.004 762~93! 0.006 84~21!
e2Qq0 20.001 11~69! 20.005 85~67!

aValues given in parentheses are one standard error in least significant figures quoted.
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arises from the electronic configuration (8p)4(17s)1. The
17s orbital is mainly of the character of the 6ss.15 The true
bF parameter can be calculated from the measuredb and c
constants,

bF5b1c/350.118 613 cm21. ~4!

It is evident that the hyperfine parameters16 are ex-
tremely sensitive to the nature of the electronic state
provide a direct measure of the quality of availableab initio
calculations. A common method of interpreting these para
eters is to use a free atom comparison method to compar
determined parameters withab initio results from atoms.26

Strictly speaking, thebF parameter has contributions from a
unpaired electrons, which is indicated by the summation
the following expression:27

bF5S m0

4phcD 8p

3
ggNmBmNS 1

2SD(
i

^c i
2~0!&. ~5!

However, the dominant contribution to thebF parameter is
from the 6ss electron with an expectation value^c2(0)&6s .
The nuclear magnetic moment of La is 2.7832 nucl
magneton28 and the expectation value^c2(0)&6s from ab ini-
tio calculation29 is 5.492 a.u.23,

bF5 0.003 186 253
8p

3
3

2.7832

7/2
35.492

50.116 56 cm21. ~6!

This value is in excellent agreement with our experimen
determination, which indicates the hyperfine interaction
the X 2S1 state is dominated by contribution from the L
atom. TheB 2S1 state arises from the electronic configur
tion (8p)4(18s)1, where the 18s orbital is an antibonding
orbital formed mainly from the 5ds orbital of the lanthanum
atom and the 3ps orbital of the sulfur atom. The value of th
bF parameter of theB 2S1 state should be zero if there is n
ss character in the 18s orbital. The small value ofbF could
come from spin polarization of the 18s antibonding electron
parallel to the spin of the unpaired lanthanum electron in
region near the La nucleus.27

As discussed by Frosch and Foley,16 the magnetic hyper-
fine dipolar constantc and electric quadrupole paramet
e2Qq0 can be compared in similar fashion to the atom
values. Using their expressions,27
d

-
the

n

r

l
n

e

c5S mo

4phcD 3

2
ggNmBmNS 1

2SD(
i

^3 cos2q i21&^r i
-3&, ~7!

and

^e2Qqo&52S e2Q

4p«hcD(i
^3cos2q i21&^r i

23&. ~8!

For the magnetic hyperfine dipolar term in Eq.~7!, the sum-
mation is over only the unpaired electrons, while for t
electric quadrupole term in Eq.~8!, all valence electrons are
included. Since the 17s orbital can be written as

u17s&5C6suLa6ss&1C5duLa5ds&1C3puS3ps&, ~9!

theC6s coefficient is the largest coefficient in the expressi
and theC5d andC3p coefficients are much smaller. For th
X 2S1 state, since the unpaired electron occupies the ss or-
bital, the angular dependence^3 cos2u21&ss for both c and
e2Qqo is zero.27 The theoretical value for thec ande2Qqo

parameters should be zero, however, the small nonzero v
of these two parameters may arise from the polarization
the core and also with contribution from an electronic co
figuration that contains unpaired 5ds electron.23

The 18s orbital consists of the same atomic orbitals as
Eq. ~9!, but theC5d coefficient is the largest. For theB 2S1

state, the angular dependence,^3 cos2 u21&ds , for the ds

electron is (47).
27 The radial expectation valuêr 23&5d for the

5d electron is tabulated in Morton and Preston.29 With the
value of the nuclear quadruple moment of the La atom
0.22310230 m2, we obtain theoretical value forc ande2Qqo

for the B 2S1 state as follows:

c5 0.003 186 253
3

2
3S 2.7832

7/2 D3S 4

7D33.127

50.006 79 cm21, ~10!

^e2Qqo&520.007 837 630.223S 4

7D33.127

520.003 08 cm21. ~11!

The agreement between the theoretical and the exp
mental dipolar constantc for the B 2S1 state is excellent,
which is consistent with the expectation that the 18s orbital
is dominated by contribution from 5ds orbital of the La
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atom. However, the agreement of the electric quadruple
rameter is not as good. It should be noted that the elec
quadruple parameter has contributions from valence e
trons of the nucleus in the molecule, charge distributio
associated with adjacent atoms, and the distortion of
closed shell electrons around the nucleus, which makes
parameter difficult to interpret. Since our calculation on
includes contribution from the unpaired electron to t
^e2Qqo& parameter, the agreement could still be conside
as reasonable. Even though our method of interpreting th
parameters using a free atom comparison approach is
cessful, we would like to point out that this approach is n
always valid, as demonstrated in the analysis of the E
results for SiO1,30 and the electronic spectrum of CoC.23

LaS has a valence electronic configuration similar to t
in LaO and the hyperfine interaction in LaO is also dom
nated by the La atom, it would be instructive to compare
determined hyperfine parameters for these two molecu
The following is a comparison of these parameters for
X 2S1 and theB 2S1 states of LaS and LaO~cm21!:

X 2S1 state B 2S1 state

Parameter LaO31 LaS LaO32 LaS

b 0.11831 0.11703 0.01954 0.00682
c 0.00314 0.00476 0.00664 0.00684
bF 0.11935 0.11861 0.02175 0.00903
e2Qqo 20.00283 20.00111 20.00645 20.00585

The agreement of these parameters for theX 2S1 and
the B 2S1 states of these two molecules is reasonably g
except theb values for theB 2S1 state. Theb value alone is
difficult to interpret, however, the bF value is a direct mea
sure of the contribution of the expectation value^c2(0)&6s .
For theB 2S1 state, the difference inbF values of LaS and
LaO could be understood as the contribution of the 6s orbital
to the molecular orbital in these two molecules is differe
We are confident to conclude that the hyperfine interactio
both molecules is dominated by contributions from the
nucleus. Ifab initio calculation results detailing the contr
butions of various atomic orbitals in forming the molecu
orbitals giving rise toX 2S1 and theB 2S1 states of both
LaS and LaO molecules are available, it is expected that
minor differences in these parameters could be rational
easily.

IV. SUMMARY

This work reports high-resolution laser spectrosco
study of theB 2S1 –X 2S1 ~0,0! band of LaS and the analy
sis yielded a full set of hyperfine parameters for both
B 2S1 and theX 2S1 states. Because of the difference
size of the constantsb and g for the two 2S1 states, the
B 2S1 and X 2S1 states are conformed to case~bbJ! and
~bbs! couplings, respectively. A comparison of the expe
mentally determined hyperfine parameters of theX 2S1 and
the B 2S1 states with the theoretical value derived from
ab initio wave function give a quantitative description of th
nature of the molecular orbitals.
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